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GSX 300 Series
GSX 300
GSX 300 Snow Edition

Key benefits & features

Level up your game audio

High-resolution audio
Easy to install external sound card delivering high
resolution audio for acoustic clarity and audio realism

The GSX 300 external sound card is the first upgrade step for the
gamer passionate about the quality of their game audio. For the
gamer with a good quality headset that is seeking to invest in their
gaming gear for better performance, without jumping off the top end
in complexity and price, the GSX 300 external sound card will deliver
the goods.
Used in line between the headset and the PC with, the GSX 300
delivers high resolution audio in stereo and customizable 7.1 surround
sound with the PC gaming suite.
As most gamers know, high quality game audio which delivers
realism and positional accuracy helps with your in-game reactions
and performance. Level up your game audio and hence your
game performance with the GSX 300 external sound card. A small
investment in price, a huge advancement in your game audio and
performance.

See more at eposaudio.com/gsx-300

* Some of the information may differ from that contained in the "specification sheet" attached to the product, but please refer to the updated information contained in this document (fact sheet) for its accuracy.

7.1 Surround Sound through PC Gaming Suite
PC Gaming Suite with customizable 7.1 surround
sound lets you set sound profiles for different games
by balancing and focusing frequencies where they
are most needed.
Intuitive design
Large manual volume dial for adjustments on the fly,
customizable smart button to flip between sound
modes or profiles and LED indicator to show which
in on.
Synchronized with Windows 10® sound
Automatically synchronizes with Windows® so you
can see how loud you are playing
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GSX 300 Series
Product data
General

Packaging

USB standard

USB 2.0

Dimension of product packaging
(L x W x H)

168 x 144 x 57 mm

Total harmonic distortion

< 0.01%

Cable length

1200 mm

Package weight
(incl. complete product and packaging)

309 g

Connector plugs

3.5 mm headset socket
3.5 mm microphone socket
Micro USB

Dimension of master carton
(L x W x H)

350 x 310 x 310 mm

Compatibility

PC

Units in distributor master carton

20

Warranty

2 years, international

Languages

English, German, French, Spanish, Russian, Chinese

Content of delivery

Supported sample rates
Main Audio

24 bit 48 kHz
7.1 @ 16 bit 48 kHz with EPOS Gaming Suite

What's in the box

Audio outputs
Headphones
Recommended headphone impedance

25 - 75 Ω

* Some of the information may differ from that contained in the "specification sheet" attached to the product, but please refer to the updated information contained in this document (fact sheet) for its accuracy.

USB cable, Quick Start Guide, Safety Guide
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GSX 300 Series
Product overview
Product

Art. no.

Description

EAN / UPC code

GSX 300

1000201

GSX 300 external USB
sound card

EAN: 57 14708 00002 0
UPC: 8 40064 40002 2

GSX 300 - Snow Edition

1000307

GSX 300 external USB
sound card

EAN: 57 14708 00108 9
UPC: 8 40064 40108 1

* Some of the information may differ from that contained in the "specification sheet" attached to the product, but please refer to the updated information contained in this document (fact sheet) for its accuracy.

